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ABSTRACT

We discuss the production of yy and Z y pairs induced by the

gluon-gluon fusion mechanism at typical supercollider energies. Due to

the large flux of gluons with small fractional momenta, it is found that

in certain kinematical configurations that subprocess, although of order

(a_/Ti) with respect to the leading quark annihilation, can give an

appreciable contribution to the cross-section for 2 y and even a larger

one for the YY production.
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1. Hadronic production of intermediate vector boson pairs will "be

extensively studied at the future supercolliding pp machines , At the

leading order in &CD and in the electroweak coupling constant the dominant

process is represented by the quark-antiquark annihilation. The typical

values of the partons fractional momenta which are relevant to boson pair

production are of order x «^VLlV, and can therefore be as small as

10 -, 10 for centre-of-mass energies of 10 to Uo TeV. In such a. small

x range the number of gluons in the colliding p and p becomes much
2)

larger than that of quarks and antiquarks . Due to this increased gluon

luminosity, one can expect that gluon-gluon initiated processes in the hard

interaction (although of higher order in a ) can play a role with respect

to the leading, quark-induced ones. In this context it should be interesting

to analyse the contribution of the gluon-fusion process represented "by the

quark box diagram of Fig.l (and crossed ones). Compared to the qq"
o

annihilation this process contributes an order (a_/ir) to the cross section.

In the expansion of the latter in powers of j there are of course many
£ S

other terms, proportional to [*„ and to o , which originate from QCD

corrections to the quark-antiquark annihilation and also from quark-gluon

induced processes, and which are known only to a limited extent. Among
2

other things, these corrections affect the leading QCD definition of the Q
dependent quark and gluon distributions. From this point of view the quark

p

box in Fig.l is thus one among the corrections of O(ct=). Nevertheless, as

it contributes positively to the cross section and can be consistently

estimated by using the gluon distributions at the leading order in QCD

without requiring the knowledge of the other corrections mentioned above,

it represents as it stands a well defined term which is sensible to analyse.
The YY •* YY scattering via the fermion box diagram is a classical

3) M
issue In the context of QED, and has received much attention in the past ' .

The calculation of the box diagram in the general configuration is a very

complicated technical problem, and leads to cumbersome formulae, which have

Tjeen explicitly worked out, for off-shell final photons, in Ref.U, Thus in

the present note we will utilize the results of Ref.lt in order to discuss,

as the simplest applications, the cases of gg + yy and gg -+ Z Y - Although

rather special at first sight, these processes should already be representative

(at least in a qualitative sense} of the role of the gluon-gluon box diagram

in the more general case of the production of two massive bosons at the

supercolliders. For gg •* YY relatively simple formulae can be written

down, which however have only been exploited so far at the lower energy of

present colliders , For gg •+ Z Y such a compact formulation does not

exist. In the next section we will briefly describe the procedure followed
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to derive the gg -*• Z Y helicity amplitudes, as well as the various Inputs

used In order to uosipute trie YY and Z Y production cross-sections in pp .

In ths last ii'..vj! ion a discussion is given of the results so obtained.

2,

with a

First of all, the gluons in Fig.l can be formally replaced by photons,

and a colour factor Tr Secondly, the coupling

of the Z to quarks should not contribute by C parity, so that only the

F Z
vector coupling of the Z , y

Finally, there is the quark electric charge ee

- he sin 6W)> is active,

at the photon vertex. With

these replacements one can use the expressions for the box four-point function

G given in Ref.!* for the case of one non-vanishing and spaeellke
WVpCr ° or

external mass. Formulae are presented in Ref.U in a form which allows a

straightforward continuation to timelike external masses. The amplitude

for gg •+• Z y is finally obtained by summing the coherent contributions

of all quark species. At the high energies we are interested in, it should

fee a safe approximation to neglect the masses of the u, d, s, c and b
quarks. In this m = 0 limit the various 2 Y helicity amplitudes,

although quite complicated by the presence of M,-, 4 0, are still manageable,

and we report them explicitly in the appendix. One can notice that,

compared to the case of the Y Y final state, there are eight independent

transverse amplitudes instead of five, essentially due to the non-identity

of Y and Z . There are in addition four independent longitudinal

amplitudes, which are easily derived by defining the appropriate Z

longitudinal polarization vector and utilizing the relations given in Ref.it,

As regards the top quark, we should in principle retain m^ and use the

full mass dependent formulae, which however become quite unwieldy and no

longer expressible in terms of Spence functions with real arguments. On

the other hand, such a calculation should not be so important in practice

in the regime we are interested in, as we can expect rather in general that

the top quark box diagram should be depressed by the large m , so that the

ultimate result should be determined almost entirely by the box diagrams

with just the "mas?less" u, d, s, c and b quarks. Accordingly, we have

disregarded the top quark in our calculation.

The amplitudes for the process gg -+ YY can be directly obtained

from the appendix by taking the limit NL •+ 0 ana by suitably redefining

the coupling constant. We have explicitly checked that one reobtains in

this way the amplitudes given in Ref.5.

-3-

The differential cross-section for

and the spin of the gluons reads

+ Z y averaged over the colour

where s and z = cos8 represent, respectively, the partons C M . frame

energy and scattering angle, and the M. are the helicity amplitudes

explicitly given in the appendix. A significant observable is the cross

section to produce a Zy (or a Y Y ) pair of invariant mass M = rjrs , where

tjs is the colliding pp CM. frame energy, with both bosons In a rapidity

interval (in that frame) -Y< y < Y. One has

(2)

where G(x,Q ) are the gluons fractional momentum distributions,

^boost = 2 ̂ U 'Xa|l'Xb^ relates the gg C M . frame to the pp C M . frame,

such that

'boost

-y-
(3)

boost

and the angular integration limits z , z are determined by Y and by

the requirement that the photon has a minimum p As there is no well

defined prescription for the process under consideration, we have

indicatively chosen as the "large" scale in a~ and in the partons distri-
2 2

butions Q = VL . The parton distributions used in the calculation are

those of Ref.T, with a value A = 0.1+ GeV.

We have computed Eq.(2) versus M for pp C M . energies of 10 and

ho TeV, with a minimum p^_ of the photon of 50 GeV and Y = 2.5. The

results are shown in Figs.2a,b and Figs.3a,b and compared to the leading
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order qq annihilation for the production of yy and Z y, respectively.

3. As one can see from the figures, the contribution of the box diagram for

Z y is a correction to the leading mechanism at Vs1 = 10 TeV. At the larger

value Vs = kO TeV it increases however appreciably, to the point of reaching

roughly the same size as the qq induced cross-section. In the case of yy

production the contribution of the box diagram is already of the sane size of

the annihilation diagram at <Vs = 10 TeV and can be even a factor/two larger,

in the peak region, at Vs" = 1*0 TeV. This is due to the combined

effect of the increase of the gluon flux vith respect to the quark

flux for smaller values of the partons fractional momenta x , XL and to the

rapidity cuts which constrain the integration region in Eq,.(2) away from the

forward direction and accordingly reduce the importance of the t-pole in the

qq annihilation diagram. For the latter reason one can see that if the

value of the rapidity cut off Y is decreased by some factor, the ratio

of the "box to the qq cross-sections proportionally increases. All of these

effects are such that the (cig/w) factor of the box diagram relative to the

qq annihilation is largely recovered.

One can also remark that the box diagram produces a smaller effect

in the case of Z y, compared to the case of yy (of course within the

same cuts). This is due to some extent to My 4 0, but also in large part

to the explicit value of the electroweak couplings of the Z to quarks.

We should also point out that although, as expected, the cross-sections

depend rather sensitively on the chosen cut on the minimal p of the

photon, "the relative importance of the box and the qq does not appear to

change qualitatively.

The cuts in the rapidity and in p . imposed in our explicit cal-

culation are in line with the criterion suggested in Eef.l. The resulting

cross-sections both of the q.q and of the gg induced yy and Z y

production processes are rather snail. However, owing to the large

luminosity which will he expectedly achieved at the SSC supercollider, they

should be well within the limits of observability.

On the basis of the results described above for the simplest case

Of yy and Z y, we can expect a similar trend for the more general (and

more complicated) case of ZZ, \tZ and WW production.
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APPENDIX

Here we give the expression for the 2h helicity amplitudes contri-

buting to the process Zy •+ gg. For any helicity amplitude ^ . ^ J J t n e

first index refers to the polarization state of the 2, boson and the

second, third and fourth to the photon, gluon and gluon helicity states,

respectively.

-CaJ
(A.I)

_ ±\ e:"c».fc.
(A.3)

^ J_ J^.f^^ij. zj\l.s.u.)
p

(A.

- -l
?
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1 si Su, J

s1t(U.') * - M o _ — (s.t, u.) ̂

[A. 6;

(A.T)

(A.8)

U.9)

M, is the Z toson mass squared, s, t, u are the Mandelstam variables

satisfying

s + t + u = M | ,

and the notation x. = x - Hf is used. The functions S (x,y,z) and

E Cx.y.i) correspond to E^'(jkto) and E U ' ( 3 H i ) in Ref.U in an
(i)

obvious correspondence among respective arguments (i.e. E (s,t,u) =

^ ^ ^ ] and so on).

Eqs.(A.l-A.12) as they stand are valid for any value of the quark

mass m. However, we worked out the zero quark mass limit and in this

particular case the functions E *x,y,z) simplify considerably. They

explicitly read

IX 1 -i + i

tl{ 25.-la
3i \ * 3i

(A.10)

- U t

(A.11)

( A . 12

E_ - o e:
U l ,

_ - 1
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The functions G(x,y) and H(x,y, - M l are defined as follows:
In Eqs.(A.lltt,c), s = -(x+y - M ^ ) , and the dilo^arithm is defined as usual

4(.0 = - f -L(l--fc) .At (A.16)
I

The amplitudes for YY~+ gg transition are trivially ottained from the aljove

expressions putting M™ = 0.

9K. &{*±±\ 4.

JL

(A.

.iTi")
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Fig.l -

FIGURE CAFTIOHS

Quark loop diagram for the gg induced production of YY and

Z°Y pairs.

Fig.£ - Mass spectrum of YY pairs produced in pp collisions at >/s = 10 TeV

(2a) and Jl = itO TeV (2"b).

Continuous line: qq annihilation.

Dashed line : gg initiated process.

The allowed minimum transverse momentum for the photons is 50 GeV/c.

The rapidity cut Y is 2.5.

FIR.3 - Same as Fig.2 for the Z y mass spectrum. The allowed minimum transverse

momentum for the photon is 50 GeV/c. The rapidity cut Y is 2.5.
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